Perioperative continuous cerebrospinal fluid pressure monitoring in patients with spontaneous cerebrospinal fluid leaks.
Elevated intracranial pressure (ICP) is an inciting factor for cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) leaks and can be measured by CSF pressure (CSFP) monitoring. Current CSFP literature is limited to the assessments of opening pressure. This study reinvestigates a previously discussed monitoring approach that evaluates continuous CSFP parameters, physiologic measurements, and treatment outcomes in patients undergoing endoscopic repair of spontaneous CSF leaks. Retrospective review of patients undergoing endoscopic endonasal repair of spontaneous CSF leaks. All participants had a lumbar catheter placed for 24-hour continuous preoperative pressure monitoring, and 24 hours of continuous monitoring starting 48 hours after repair. In addition to patient characteristics, mean and peak CSFP, pulse waveform amplitudes (PWAs), and related parameters were calculated. Twenty-five patients underwent monitoring between 2004 and 2013, with a mean follow-up of 526 days. The mean age was 49.2 years, the mean body mass index (BMI) 38.5, and 8 of 25 (32%) had obstructive sleep apnea. Although mean CSFP and PWA decreased after the repair, mean peak CSFP increased by 1.56 cmH2O (1.15 mmHg). Six patients (24%) had elevation in their CSFP >25 cmH2O (18.4 mmHg) for a minimum of 4% of the recording time. Based on their continuous pressure monitoring data, 9 patients (36%) underwent treatment for high ICP, either with acetazolamide or a ventricular shunt. There were no CSF leak recurrences. Continuous perioperative CSFP monitoring provides valuable insight into multiple physiologic parameters. Systematic continuous CSFP monitoring can identify individuals in need of ICP-lowering therapy, possibly improving the outcomes in CSF leak repair surgeries.